Europe Research Funding Workshop

An introduction to the major research funding programs available from the European Union and Germany

VIKTORIA BODNAROVA
Regional Representative, EURAXESS North America
Ms. Bodnarova will provide an introduction to the European Union’s research funding opportunities (including EURAXESS, MSCA and the ERC) available to UC Davis faculty, researchers, postdoctoral scholars, and graduate students.

HANNI GEIST
Information Officer, German Academic Exchange Service/DAAD Information Center, San Francisco
Ms. Geist will outline the German Academic Exchange Service’s various funding programs available to faculty, researchers, postdoctoral scholars and graduate students.

PATRICK HEINZ
Media and Cultural Affairs Consul, Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany
Mr. Heinz will outline the benefits of studying in Germany and will explain the many advantages of the system of higher education in Germany.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
3119 International Center
To RSVP, or for more information, contact Jennie Konsella-Norene, jknorene@ucdavis.edu
Sponsored by:
Global Affairs